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You'll take the role of a young, amateur journalist looking for a story to break and experience how your beliefs, race, and values
drive your choices, as you observe history in the making. PRODUCT INFO: Available on: Steam, Nintendo Switch, Xbox One,
PS4, and PC Available on: Steam, Nintendo Switch, Xbox One, PS4, and PC Requires the Steam version of the game (sold
separately) to access. EXCLUSIVE CONTENT: Complete 5 campaign missions with an exclusive extra story, obtain a
Multiplayer Skirmish map, and uncover the secrets of Rastatan - a mysterious island that could lead to discovery of an
invaluable artifact. Player-Created Content: Players can create their own custom missions from a suite of tools, for a chance to
win exclusive prizes. ROLE PLAYER COMMANDS: Players can affect the outcome of their missions by strategically placing
specialised equipment, such as deadly booby traps, on their enemies, whilst advancing their position using alternate routes and
weaponry. MULTIPLAYER ONLINE: Engage in Player vs. Player multiplayer combat, with a range of maps to choose from.
KEY FEATURES: - An explosive blend of action and role playing game mechanics. - 4 Player co-op gameplay. - 3 campaign
missions, to be completed in any order. - Select from 4 playable characters: a British, a Spanish, a Croat and a Palestinian. - 16
different weapons with upgradable stats. - 5 faction-specific Special Forces. - A variety of player-controlled equipment and
vehicles. - Capture and hold strategic points to win the game. - Obtain rewards from the campaign missions, including money,
useful equipment, and the chance to win exclusive rewards. - Player-made maps for use in the Steam version of the game. - 2
Playable Characters in local co-op mode. - Customisable player names. - A wide range of achievement awards. - Dynamic
weather effects and sun/moon cycles. - The ability to replay missions. - Leaderboards for both the single-player and multiplayer
modes. - A suite of tools for creating and editing maps. - 4 Skirmish multiplayer maps for co-op and multiplayer, based on real
locations.
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Riot Civil Unrest Gameplay with Splat! Let's play Riot Civil Unrest and try a light strategy game where... Vor year Riot Civil
Unrest | GAME REVIEW | I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT IT IS Review of a new game from Riot Games - Riot Civil
Unrest. Enjoy watching. Link to the game: ... Vor 2 years Riot Civil Unrest: Overview / Game Guide Riot Civil Unrest is a
game in which you have to create your own civilization. The game is not like a game in the genre of ... Vor year Riot Civil
Unrest - GAME REVIEW Riot Civil Unrest - a review of the new economic strategy from Riot Games Subscribe to the
channel ... Riot Civil Unrest - Overview fffad4f19a
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